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Groundwater Checklist
Metadata tool for groundwater
protection and interaction
Introduction
Groundwater pollution prohibition (Environmental Protection Act and
Water Act) covers all groundwater regardless of the boundaries of the
groundwater areas classified important for water supply. The aim of
Groundwater Checklist is to enhance the groundwater protection, prevent
groundwater contamination and ease the groundwater risk management.

Interaction tool for companies, government
agencies and consultants
Groundwater Checklist is a tool for documentation and communication.
The checklist includes information of hydrogeological structure and
interaction of groundwater and surface water, managing the groundwater
flow pattern and transport of contaminants (Fig 1). Empirical knowledge
about the best practices, widely used methods and novel techniques in
groundwater investigations have been collected from various websites
and literature. Main documents are the metadata table (Fig 2) and the
table of methods (Fig 3).

Applications & benefits
Fig. 1. Groundwater Checklist includes sections of data management in relation to
1) hydrogeological structure, 2) groundwater flow and 3) contaminant transport.

Groundwater Checklist improves document management, clarifies the
basis of conclusions and helps finding suitable research methods. The
Checklist can be used as an advisory list to ensure that all the important
knowledge of groundwater issues (Fig 4) has been appropriately
investigated.

Pohjavesiselvitysten tarkistuslista

Topic
☐ done ☐ to do

Based on
☐ done ☐ to do

Info on the subject

Quarter/person in
charge

Progress measure

Schedule

1.3 Bedrock topography
Results available
☒ ☐ xyz-data

☒ ☐ drilling

GTK: Geological bedrock
survey for urban areas and
3D modelling of
fragmentation structures

Mary Measuretape

Report on
gravimetric
measurements,
bedrock surface
model

Geophysics report
July 2015
surface model fall
2015

☒ ☐ drill logs
☐ ☒ geophysics

☐ ☐ on map

☐ ☐ aerogeophysics
☐ ☒ gravimetry
☐ ☐ GPR
☐ ☐ seismic measurements

☐ ☒ surface model
Other, what?

http://en.gtk.fi/research/program/
urbangeology/urbanarea.html

More info

Available
in the web
www.syke.fi/
groundwaterchecklist

☐ ☐ electrical sounding
☐ ☐ S-P method
Other, what?
Other, what?

Fig. 2. Example row from Groundwater Checklist
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2.5.1 Hydraulic conductivity of soil

X

2.5.2. Hydraulic conductivity of
fractured zones of bedrock

X

X

X
X

X

X

2.5.3 Storativity

X

2.5.4 Porosity

X

3.1 Concentrations

X

X

X
X

X

3.2 Geochemistry of soil
3.4 Properties of contaminants

X

+

2.4.2 Interaction between
groundwater and surface
water

3.3 Groundwater quality

Laboratory
measurements/ analyses

X

+

Spring/discharge flow
measurements

X

X

+

Thermal imaging/
measurememens

2.1 Well survey

X

X

Vegetation survey

X

X

Field measurements/
analyses

X

1.4 Fracture zones of bedrock

X

Hydrogeological tests

X

X

Water samples

1.3 Bedrock topography

X

Soil samples

X

Monitoring well
documents

Video filming of
monitoring wells

X

Well documents

Drilling, (soil and/or
bedrock)

1.2 Soil stratigraphy

Sedimentology

X

Magnetometry

X

Self-potential method

False-color images

X

Electrical sounding

Aerial photos

X

Seismic measurements

High precision GPS

X

Ground penetrating radar

Levelling

X

Gravimetry

Laser scanning

1.1 Ground topography

Method

Aerogeophysics

Information to
be acquired

Elevation data from NLS*

Groundwater Checklist Methods

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X The method is valid for data in question
+ The method is moderately applicable for data in question
* National Land Survey of Finland
The groundwater checklist presents general need of data. The responsibility of the accuracy and coverage of the chosen methods always belongs to the entrepreneur or the
performing party of a work commissioned by the company. New methods may become available along technology development.

Fig.3. Table of investigation methods

Fig. 4. The complex relations between heterogeneous hydrogeology, geochemistry and
various research methods are taken into account.
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